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MMORPGing - The Legalities of Game Play

Kim Barker [1] [2]


Abstract

MMORPGs [3] are big business; large numbers of people engage in some form of online gaming experience. Given the prevalence of such virtual spaces there is an increasing awareness that disputes can, and often, do arise about property and rights in online games. Online games and MMORPGs are governed by EULAs. Each user is required to consent to the EULA of the particular game or world they seek to use. EULAs are not the only problem for the users of MMORPGs. Contractual allocation of copyright prevents users selling their in-game property, game accounts and avatars to other users. Users had sought to sell game accounts and in-game assets on online auction sites until developers prevented gamers from doing so.

Gaming and MMORPG disputes are appearing before courts in the real world; Bragg v Linden Labs, [4] BlackSnow v Mythic [5] and Hernandez v IGE [6] are just three examples concerning property rights and contractual issues in Virtual Worlds and MMORPGs. There are a host of legal issues raised in relation to properties and rights in cyber spaces, although the most interesting concern the contractual nature of restricted rights and the limitations on intellectual property granted to users. This paper seeks to explore some of these, and briefly outline the potential options for alternative mechanisms, including consideration of the intellectual property rights of both users and developers in light of the recent US judgement in MDY Industries v Blizzard Entertainment [7] concerning copyright infringement.

1. Introduction

MMORPGs or Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games have exploded in development and popularity in recent years. Online gaming is no longer a niche market. It is now a mainstream form of popular entertainment. The gaming market worldwide is now worth more than the global film industry in terms of annual revenue. [8] This is unsurprising when online games such as World of Warcraft [9] - the most popular online game in history - record subscriber bases numbering twelve million. [10] This is by far the most popular game, but a number of other games record subscriber bases in the millions; Aion, [11] Lineage II [12] and EverQuest II [13] all record subscriber bases of over one million people. [14] Given the widespread use of, and interaction with online gaming, it is time to examine the legalities of such interaction more closely. These entities can no longer be left to their own devices simply because they are virtual spaces and there is no virtual law.

Issues relating to online gaming have often been overshadowed in comparison to piracy and peer-to-peer file-sharing, which have recently been addressed to some extent through legislation. [15] This is perhaps because traditionally the film and music industries have had larger market shares and greater influence. However, the market is shifting and gaming disputes are becoming an area requiring legal attention. The disputes in online gaming and Virtual Worlds tend to focus on the issue of property rights. There have been a number of cases in the USA since 2007 concerned with gaming disputes. In the UK, there have been hardly any recorded cases to date. However, this is beginning to change, especially given that the first judicial recognition of 'virtual property' in games took place in February 2011 in Exeter Crown Court. [16] Mitchell - the defendant - had been creating false Facebook accounts in order to generate virtual currency in social games provided by Zynga. [17] Through this activity he was able to - amongst other things - hack into
accounts and steal virtual wealth. He then proceeded to convert this stolen virtual currency into real currency. Mitchell was convicted of computer misuse offences rather than virtual theft. Significantly however, the judge, explicitly referred to virtual property in his judgment.

Online games and Virtual Worlds are governed by two separate but related areas of law. Copyright serves to protect the expression of ideas [18] and is therefore used to protect software. Contract law governs the licenses and relationships between parties. Specifically in the gaming context, contracts seek to assign and allocate copyright and other intellectual property rights. As such, contract and copyright are relied upon to form a governing mechanism over online gaming. This relationship is dramatically weighted in favour of the game developer, as is to be expected. However, that is beginning to change as users are seeking to challenge the dominance of the contractual agreement they are required to consent to. The issues that arise out of the relationship between copyright law and contract law will be discussed below.

2. Software and Copyright

Computer games are classified as software under the current legislation. The Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, categorises computer software as a literary work. [19] The classification of computer software as a literary work means that the software code is protected rather than the program in its entirety. It is also entirely possible that another copyright will subsist in the same work. For example, in the case of a computer program, it is likely that music, graphics and even video will also be present. Each of these would also be protected by copyright. Some commentators have explored the potential for a single protective category of multimedia work, which could potentially dispel some concerns about the suitability of copyright. [20] Accordingly then, the whole of the computer software is likely to be protected by copyright in parts rather than as a whole. Nevertheless it is still protected.

Equally, for online games, the in-game creations such as avatars, properties and items may also be protected by copyright. Again, the literary work categorisation will protect them. Under the terms of the contractual agreement, the in-game creations will not necessarily belong to the user who controls them. Most standard contractual agreements indicate that users are not entitled to property rights. [21] Therefore, the copyright system protects the game developers’ interest in the software, and contract takes away any interest the users may have in the creations in-game. This is obviously far from a perfect situation for users and creators.

3. The MMORPGing Model

Whilst online gaming disputes have not yet become prevalent in the UK, there is evidence to suggest that it is only a matter of time until this does happen. Gaming cases have appeared before the courts in the USA, the Netherlands, China and South Korea to date. Whilst the numbers have not been particularly large in the Western countries involved, South Korea has considerably more experience. Studies have compared the UK gaming developments with South Korea. [22] South Korea has one of the largest gaming markets in the world. The UK is following the pattern that was set by the South Koreans on their way to becoming the largest gaming market. [23] This is surprising but also indicates that the UK can learn from other countries if it wishes to do so. South Korea have embraced the gaming culture and developed ways to deal with disputes that can arise in the online gaming context. South Korea not only has its own dedicated police force to deal exclusively with disputes relating to online gaming property, but it has also established a special contractual review committee. [24] The Contracts Review Committee of South Korea deals only with End User License Agreements [25] relating to online games and virtual worlds. The fact that South Korea has established a committee to deal with the contractual aspects of online game interaction highlights just how problematic gaming can be. [26] Nevertheless, there are ways to deal with the kinds of issues that can appear. The UK should learn from South Korea’s model and prepare for the gaming disputes that are bound to arise sooner rather than later.

4. What is a MMORPG?

A MMORPG is an online game that involves interaction with a vast number of other players spread across the world. A precise definition of online games is difficult to agree upon because each game has different
characteristics. Nevertheless, commentators have attempted to define these interactive platforms. Kennedy [27] suggests that there are a number of characteristics which online games have, and that these include persistence and scarcity. Bell adds to this by suggesting that these games are synchronised and facilitated by the internet. [28] It seems that a MMORPG is defined by generally shared characteristics. MMORPGs are games whereby players are able to access the world and leave at will. The world will continue without them whilst they are not present. [29] In this sense, online games are a form of online world. The real physical world continues whilst people sleep. Similarly, online games continue whilst users are not logged in.

Equally, some items are more valuable than others because they are rare. [30] Added to this, is the fact that these games can only be accessed through an internet connection and they are more than multiplayer - they are not games for four to eight players for example, but for 400 000 to millions all online at the same time and networked through the internet; they are massively multiplayer. These characteristics make MMORPGs vastly different and more complex entities than the average PC game. The average computer game which is purchased on the high-street may feature a multiplayer mode but the game does not continue if it is not running on your PC. In this sense, traditional computer games are not persistent or continuous.

Due to the complex characteristics of MMORPGs, they are proving to challenge the law in several ways. MMORPGs necessarily involve the use and even abuse of property in a virtual space. However, they also usually involve the use of virtual currency. [31] As such, users can 'buy' and 'sell' items in online games. However, what rights do users have to the property that they are 'selling'? [32] Moreover, how do users protect items that they have developed in the online world? Can users rely on copyright to protect their items? Can gamers rely upon traditional intellectual property rights such as design rights and trademarks to protect distinctive characters? What role does the contractual assignment of property rights play? All of these are questions that are being posed by online games. Users are also beginning to challenge the contractual arrangements and hitherto accepted norms of regulating online games.

5. Types of Game

There are several types of online game. The distinctions are important in that they relate to property rights. MMOG or Massively Multiplayer Online Game is the generic term given to online games. This heading is all-inclusive and makes no attempt to distinguish between the different categories of game. MMORPGs - as discussed above - are one kind of online game. The other main category is Virtual Worlds. Whilst these are both categories of online game, they are distinct from one another. MMORPGs and Virtual Worlds share most of the main characteristics but need to be differentiated from one another. The most important distinction rests on the nature of a virtual world. MMORPGs are scripted environments whereas Virtual Worlds are unscripted environments. [33][34]

5.1 Scripted environments

A scripted environment is one in which the user has little or no freedom to create items of his own. The user is required to complete certain tasks and accomplish set standards of achievement in order to progress through the levels of the game. In this way, the user is following a script set out by the game developer. However, instead of hiring actors to perform on a stage, the script has been written into game code with parameters set for allowing users to progress to the next level. In this sense, MMORPGs are scripted environments. The best example of a scripted MMORPG is the popular online game World of Warcraft.

5.2 Unscripted environments

In contrast, an unscripted environment is one in which users are free to roam and do as they please. There are no set levels or predetermined tasks for the users to complete. In fact, given that these environments tend to be considered Virtual Worlds, rather than classified as games, the correct term for users ought to be residents. [35] Additionally, users or residents are able to ‘script’ or to create their own code, which will create items to add to their virtual environment. An unscripted environment refers to the lack of challenges and levels, rather than to the lack of code which can be added to through the process of scripting. The best example of an unscripted environment is the Virtual World Second Life.
5.3 The scripting boundary and casual games

The distinction between an unscripted environment and a scripted environment is important because it can have implications for the property rights granted to users. [36] However, simply because an environment like Second Life is unscripted, does not mean that it will not contain areas that are scripted. It is entirely possible that a user or resident in Second Life could script his own role playing game or a game which requires other residents to perform certain tasks and complete certain challenges within an island in Second Life.

Similarly, it is entirely possible that within unscripted environments residents or users may generate casual games for other users and residents to play. [37] It is for example possible for users to engage in a casual game of chess within Second Life’s Luskwood area. [38] Casual games have no element of role playing and usually refer to the kinds of game that can be located on game websites that do not require specific game-related software downloads or subscriptions. [39] It is therefore important to identify the type of game environment because the type could have implications for the property rights users may benefit from.

6. End User License Agreements [40]

Regardless of whether a virtual environment falls within the category of MMORPG or Virtual World, it will be regulated by an End User License Agreement. The End User License Agreements will necessarily differ slightly from each other so as to be platform or game specific. Despite this, these contractual agreements are almost identical in terms of their contents. They deal with almost every aspect of the relationship between a user and a platform provider. Typically such agreements will contain clauses dealing expressly with property and intellectual property rights, liability, dispute resolution, applicable law and termination. [41]

The EULAs, whilst being the common regulatory mechanism are not free of controversy. These contractual agreements are ‘click-wrap’ agreements requiring a user only to agree to the terms. There is no way of ensuring a user has read the contents, or if he has, whether he understands what it means. Studies suggest that very few users ever read the contractual documents they are signing. [43] GameStation have even conducted an April fool to show how poor the readership of contractual agreements is. [44] GameStation changed their standard terms and recorded the number of transactions that were processed until someone noticed the change in their conditions in April 2010. This ‘prank’ revealed that out of the 7500 customers who made purchases on April Fool’s day, not one read the terms and conditions closely enough, if at all.

Given that EULAs are binding agreements, such reports are disturbing as it suggests users are entering into the contracts without any knowledge of the contents and potential implications. EULAs are adhesion contracts; [45] they are none negotiable standard form agreements that can be issued to multiple parties simultaneously. No user can attempt to negotiate any of the terms with the developer. [46] Quite simply, if a user wishes to access a particular MMORPG or Virtual World he must assent to the terms of the EULA or go elsewhere.

Perhaps one of the most problematic aspects of the EULA is the clause dealing with property and intellectual property rights. EULAs are contracts that seek to - amongst other things - assign property and intellectual property interests in potentially valuable items without any possibility of negotiation. In Second Life for example, there have been reports of virtual millionaires, [47] with their wealth being generated solely from their interaction and activity within a given environment. If such reports are accurate, and there are other users with large amounts of virtual wealth, what rights do such users have to it? If a standard clause in a EULA states that all property rights, title and interests vest in the game developer or platform provider, that implies that users only have a right to use the items and wealth i.e. in a license form, rather than an absolute right to own them. Such a situation is far from satisfactory. It is even more morally unconscionable. If you have invested time and money into something, it seems only fair that you should be entitled to reap at least some of the reward as Locke’s theory of labour suggests. [48]

Other difficulties arise in the approach that developers have adopted by using the EULA as a ‘one stop shop’ for all matters relating to their relationship with users. The majority of MMORPGs and Virtual Worlds seek to contain all of their license arrangements and other details within one contractual agreement. However, due to the nature of online gaming, often a user is required to purchase or download a piece of software to access the game i.e. for users of Second Life it is necessary to download the Second Life Viewer which is the software through which virtual interaction is obtained. Equally, for users of the MMORPG World of Warcraft they are required to purchase software and install it in order to access the game. Through these
subsequent downloads, users are accessing additional licensed material. Developers however, attempt to bind users in the first contractual agreement to licenses for all of the materials, including such things as Viewers which may be subsequently downloaded. In this way, developers attempt to secure all of their contractual protections in one document.

The use of one contractual agreement to cover both the rights and obligations of the parties and the license agreements for using online content is another difficult area. Kim suggests that there should be a split approach, recognising that part of the agreement relates to the sale, download and license of software whereas the other agreement relates to the rights and obligations of the parties involved with the MMORPG or Virtual World. [49] Splitting the contractual document into two would be a step forward. There is a difference between the license to use software and the rights and obligations under a contract. It is perhaps practical to compile the two into one document. However, they should at the very least be split so that users are able to recognise that they are contracting for two different things. This would simplify the situation somewhat and allow for greater clarity.

Further difficulties arise when adhesion contracts are agreements between the user and the developer. As such, they are one-to-one contracts rather than one-to-many or many-to-many agreements. This would not necessarily prove to be problematic but the doctrine of privity of contract (subject to its many exceptions) states that a contract can only be binding upon those that are a party to it. Moreover the freedom to contract [50] also presents difficulties in this area because people cannot be stopped from entering into agreements, even if agreements are bad bargains. [51] Given that users are free to contract with whoever they like, and only parties to a contract are bound by its terms, users can only rely upon a EULA against a game developer or platform provider. [52] There is no express contractual agreement between one user and all other users of a MMORPG or Virtual World. As such, if a user has a dispute with another, reliance will have to be placed on third party rights, rather than the EULA. This is far from desirable when it is likely that a dispute between users could arise more easily than between a user and developer. Moreover, given that most EULAs expressly state users have no property rights, how can a user enter a dispute to something he is contractually stated not to own? These difficulties highlight the unsatisfactory nature of property rights and the interdependence of copyright and contract in EULAs.

7. The Contractual Agreements - Property Clauses

In examining issues relating to property rights and their implications as a result of game interaction, it is necessary to examine the EULA and its provisions because it is the document from which rights seem to stem. The EULA clauses that are to be discussed in detail below are taken from the contractual agreements of the most popular online game in history [53] - World of Warcraft - and the most well-known Virtual World; Second Life. These EULAs will be compared to one another because of the distinction between scripted and unscripted environments and the potential impact on the property rights of users. [54]

7.1 World of Warcraft

The EULA for the World of Warcraft MMORPG is not a standalone EULA. It is supplemented by the Terms of Use Agreement. In these two contractual documents, there are clauses relating to property ownership and title in the interests arising out of interaction with the game. The first clause is taken from the End User License Agreement and equivocally states that the game developers - Blizzard Entertainment - are the title and rights holders. This clause states quite clearly that the user does not have any right to any of the property arising out of the game.

World of Warcraft EULA:

‘Ownership. All rights and title in and to the Service (including without limitation any user accounts, titles, computer code, themes, objects, characters, character names, stories, dialogue, catch phrases, locations, concepts, artwork, animations, sounds, musical compositions, audio-visual effects, methods of operation, moral rights, any related documentation, “applets,” transcripts of the chat rooms, character profile information, recordings of games) are owned by Blizzard or its licensors. The Game and the Service are protected by United States and international laws, and may contain certain licensed materials in which Blizzard’s licensors may enforce their rights in the event of any violation of this Agreement.’ [55]
The second clause relating to property in the MMORPG *World of Warcraft* is taken from the Terms of Use Agreement. [56] It clearly states that the game developers will not recognise any transfer or sale of game property or items. This clause repeats that the users are not entitled to any of the property rights arising from the game play.

*World of Warcraft* Terms of Use Agreement:

> 'Ownership/Selling of the Account or Virtual Items.
Blizzard does not recognize the transfer of World of Warcraft Accounts or BNET Accounts (each an Account').
You may not purchase, sell, gift or trade any Account, or offer to purchase, sell, gift or trade any Account, and any such attempt shall be null and void. Blizzard owns, has licensed, or otherwise has rights to all of the content that appears in the Game. You agree that you have no right or title in or to any such content, including without limitation the virtual goods or currency appearing or originating in the Game, or any other attributes associated with any Account.' [57]

The two clauses from the contractual documents of *World of Warcraft* clearly indicate that as far as the developers are concerned, there are no rights or property interests in the game content that will belong to the users. These clauses are contained within the contractual documents that each and every user must consent to in order to access the full game. Whilst this position protects the investment and infrastructure that the developers have created, it does little to recognise the effort, commitment and investment made by users.

### 7.1.1 Real Money Trading and Gold Farming

Whilst the clause from the Terms of Use Agreement equivocally states that Blizzard will not recognise any form of transfer of an account or items, Blizzard does not actively prevent such transfers happening. Such activity is known as Real Money Trading. [58] If a user has invested time, effort and money into generating a character and account that is desired by other users and then ceases his subscription to the game, why should he not attempt to recover some of his investment? In the physical world, if X purchases a car, when he seeks to replace it he is likely to seek to sell his existing vehicle and recoup some of the expense. It would seem strange if the car manufacturer made him sign a contract which states that the manufacturer will not recognise any transfer or sale of the car subsequent to the initial purchase.

Equally, this clause causes some difficulty for users who engage in gold farming. Gold farming is the process whereby an organisation employs people to repeatedly perform menial tasks at the lowest levels of games such as *World of Warcraft*. This process allows users to amass virtual currency and other items that can then be sold to other users for real currency. This is one method of short-circuiting the lowest levels and menial tasks in games. This practice is seemingly outlawed by the Terms of Use Agreement. However, even then Blizzard does very little to actively stop such activity. This suggests that whilst Blizzard will not actively say so, it does not condemn RMT or Gold Farming. Blizzard is unlikely to seek to ban users from playing the game because each user represents revenue. Therefore, there is an inconsistency in what the EULA and Terms of Use state and actual practice, suggesting users can engage in RMT without any repercussions. In addition to this, the actions by users apparently have endorsement by Blizzard. This also highlights the inherent contradiction and tension in allowing developers to also police the environments which they created. Their vested interests make them unsuitable referees and adjudicators.

The issue of gold farming is a controversial one because of the associated human rights implications and has been in the headlines recently. [59] It has also been the subject of litigation in the USA. In the case of *Hernandez v IGE*, [60] both parties were users of *World of Warcraft*. However, whilst Hernandez sought to play the game properly, Internet Gaming Entertainment Ltd [61] was one of the organisations which encouraged gold farming operations. IGE operated an online website providing a marketplace exclusively for gaming items and accounts; much like eBay does for other goods. The suit lodged by Hernandez claimed that the activity conducted by IGE caused irrevocable damage due to ‘illicit marketing and sales.’ Hernandez also stated in his claim that IGE were in breach of their contractual arrangement with Blizzard because by agreeing to the EULA and Terms of Service, users agree not to engage in the selling, gifting or trading of accounts or items. [62] He claimed that by doing so, IGE had breached the terms to which they agreed when they joined the *World of Warcraft* subscriber base. The case eventually settled, with IGE agreeing not to engage in the trade of items or currency from *World of Warcraft* for a period of five years.

It seems that despite what the clauses in the EULA and Terms of Use Agreement state, the reality of the situation is vastly different. What is clear is that the documents state the users have no rights to property. If the users have no rights, how can they trade their accounts and items? Blizzard Entertainment is not acting
to stop such activity so it would appear that they are endorsing the claims of users that they do have property rights. Sony however, did take action to prevent its *EverQuest II* users engaging in such activity by listing items on eBay. Sony entered into an agreement with eBay that no listings of game property would appear. [63] Sony instead established its own online exchange that deals exclusively in *EverQuest* items. [64] Accordingly, the actions of users and inaction of Blizzard Entertainment seemingly supersede the provisions of the EULA to which both are parties, and can be rectified easily as demonstrated by Sony.

It is clear from the two clauses taken from the contractual agreements that the scripted environment [65] standardised position is that users are not entitled to property rights in the game or game property. Scripted environments do not allow for user creation and therefore seek to retain all property rights. This position is in stark contrast to some of the unscripted environments. [66]

### 7.2 Second Life

The Terms of Service for the Virtual World *Second Life* is not a standalone EULA either. It works in conjunction with the *Second Life* Community Standards. [67] The Community Standards set out the behaviour that will and will not be accepted by users of *Second Life*. Nevertheless, the EULA contains clauses that deal with similar matters to those found within the EULA of the MMORPG *World of Warcraft*. The clause below differs to the clause - and position - of the MMORPG above.

**Second Life** Terms of Service:

>You retain any and all Intellectual Property Rights in Content you submit to the Service.  

You retain any and all Intellectual Property Rights you already hold under applicable law in Content you upload, publish, and submit to or through the Servers, Websites, and other areas of the Service, subject to the rights, licenses, and other terms of this Agreement, including any underlying rights of other users or Linden Lab in Content that you may use or modify.' [68]

The *Second Life* clause clearly states that users retain the rights in content that is used in and submitted to the world. In addition to this, it also expressly contradicts clauses that appear in some online games which require users to waive their rights to property that they have generated outside of a game and uploaded into a game. By doing so in *Second Life*, users will retain their rights rather than lose them, which would occur in *Lineage II* for example. [69] This position reflects the unscripted nature of the Virtual World which encourages users to create their own objects and add to the virtual environment with which they interact.

Equally, there are no restrictions on the sale of content to other users for either real currency or for the currency of *Second Life*; the Linden Dollar. If users have created items through the process of scripting, they are free to set limits on the object and reproduce or sell them as they please. Equally, users are able to lock the items to specific areas or users. This freedom to create reflects the fact that unscripted environments have no restrictions on what users are able to do.

The contents of the EULA reflect the litigation commenced by Marc Bragg in 2007 in the USA. [70] Bragg had a *Second Life* account and had been accessing an auction website where he was able to purchase virtual land at a fraction of the price it would fetch on the market in *Second Life*. His account was subsequently suspended, blocked and his property lost. Bragg had been developing fireworks that he could sell to other avatars within *Second Life*. [71] He filed suit in the USA to regain access to his property under the clause in the EULA stating that property rests with users. [72] The case was never heard in court; the parties reached a settlement, the contents of which are kept private but it resulted in Marc Bragg having his game account and property restored to him.

The Terms of Service Agreement of *Second Life* differs to the EULA of *World of Warcraft* but this is unsurprising because the two EULAs reflect the differences between unscripted and scripted environments. They also reflect the relationship between contract and intellectual property rights.
8. Interdependence of Contract and Copyright

As already mentioned, the End User License Agreement provides the basis for the governance of online games and Virtual Worlds, creating a relationship in which copyright and contract are inter-dependent for regulating online interactive spaces. The advisory board on intellectual property even produced a report which examined the relationship between copyright and contract. The EULA provides the basis for the inter-dependence of copyright and contract. These are the two dominant mechanisms that are used in the regulation of online interactive spaces. Copyright and other intellectual property rights are contractually assigned and provided for under the EULAs. This essentially means that the EULA provides the contract-copyright basis and one cannot work without the other.

In the context of virtual worlds and MMORPGs - given that they both fall squarely into the categories of software and software is protected by copyright under the CDPA - copyright is the dominant intellectual property right used to protect the software and creative works of game studios. The game developers use contracts to control how their copyright products and outputs are accessed, used and even regulated. Part of the problematic nature of governing such spaces falls squarely into the copyright - contract relationship. A fundamental tenet of contract law is the freedom to contract. This freedom to contract is what allows - and even requires users - to enter into and assent to EULAs. Once done, the courts will follow precedent and not look into a bad bargain as long as it was freely agreed to. This is a moot point where EULAs are concerned because they are usually presented on a 'take it or leave it basis.' Accordingly therefore, freedom of contract does not necessarily appear with adhesion contracts, and in fact seems to be strikingly contradictory.

8.1 MDY v Blizzard

The recent US case of MDY Industries v Blizzard Entertainment Inc is just one example of the inter-reliance of copyright and contract and how they appear to act against the interests of users. The case surrounded the installation of a cheat called ‘Glider’ which was developed by MDY. Glider is essentially a small scale autopilot designed to carry out repetitive tasks. The cheat was specifically designed to work in World of Warcraft. Blizzard Entertainment contended that the installation and use of such an application was a breach of the Terms of Use. However, World of Warcraft (WoW) has a separate Terms of Use Agreement and EULA. The critical question in this case was therefore whether or not the breach of the Terms of Use constituted a breach of license too. The WoW EULA requires the users to obey the Terms of Use but does not state that a breach of the Terms is also a breach of license. Blizzard contended that not only were MDY in breach of the Terms of Use and therefore the license, but were also infringing copyright. In addition to this, Blizzard claimed that MDY were liable for secondary copyright infringement because each user that was installing Glider was also in breach of their license. MDY won on appeal with the court stating:

‘Although the conduct may violate contractual covenants with Blizzard, it would not violate Blizzard’s exclusive rights of copyright.’

This case is a clear example of developers attempting to claim rights that are not theirs to claim: in this case, Blizzard tried to claim the right to prohibit cheating. The case is very important for showing the relationship and reliance of contract and copyright on one another. It also highlights the potential problems with this area of law, and how the users are often disadvantaged.

9. Alternatives to EULAs?

Given the dominance of EULAs, and the extent to which they are favoured as regulatory mechanisms by platform providers, it is potentially difficult to foresee a suitable alternative that will be well received by developers. Equally, given the interdependence of copyright and contract in providing EULAs to regulate rights, responsibilities and interaction of online interactive spaces, developers have almost free reign as to the contents of their terms and conditions providing they are legal.

There are potential alternatives; the main one being Creative Commons style licensing. This is highly unlikely to be of an acceptable nature for developers in protecting their creative - and business - endeavours.
Equally, there is potential for users and developers to be accorded collective rights in their joint endeavours in creating a character or game items in a particular online environment. Again, it is probably unlikely that this will be acceptable to developers because allocating collaborative rights between developers and users would go against the standardised position presently adopted in EULAs. Alongside the potential for altering the allocation of rights and licensing is the less extreme, but equally radical option of providing for amended EULAs. There are - as has already been discussed - several problematic clauses within the current EULAs. These could be redrafted and reconsidered so that they reflect the input and creative efforts of users. The EULAs could also be reconsidered so as to contain amendments that would allow detailed provisions for activities such as ‘nerfing’, ‘wizarding’, ‘sinking’ and altering the levels of scarcity and so on. Of course, these game activities are incredibly difficult to regulate because once the developers set out the game rules, they become suited to the environment. If the law seeks to change the game by regulating gaming interaction where the rules state certain acts are acceptable but the law disagrees, which should prevail? Such a problem is compounded by the issue of the contractual governance. It is easy to say that such spaces are just games and should be left alone to be just games. However, when users are investing time and money into developing their online experiences they are seeking redress for what they consider to be unfair. Such users are turning to the law. The law is however, unprepared for the questions and therefore the situation remains unsatisfactory.

In conjunction with redrafting or reconsidering some of the terms and conditions in the EULAs, the UK could follow the example set by South Korea and adopt a Contracts Review Commission to deal with aspects of EULAs that are unsatisfactory. Whilst this is one option, and it may prove cheaper than litigation for the parties involved, there remains a question mark over the potential costs implications, and who would bear the burden of such a system. Such a commission could also potentially be tasked with alternative dispute resolution roles so as to alleviate the litigious nature of contractual disputes, or the potentially unconscionable terms requiring users to consent to prescribed forms of mediation. 

There is one other potential alternative that ought to be mentioned: virtual law. At present there are rules, regulations and even statutes that apply to elements of online interactivity and virtual existences. However, this does not encompass a body of virtual law. Equally, each game and virtual world also has its own sets of rules and terms and conditions, which may be referred to as ‘the law of the game.’ This is also not virtual law. To attempt to circumvent the EULA problem, a system of virtual law can be considered. This is obviously a significant consideration to make, and includes problems of its own but may be worth contemplating given the ways in which modern life relies upon the internet and digital interaction, especially in light of the apparent dissatisfaction with, and unsuitability of analogue intellectual property rights when applied to virtual interactivity and productivity.

10. Conclusion

Many of the issues relating to online games and virtual worlds are concerned with the adhesion contracts which are heavily relied upon by the game developers and platform providers. Other issues relate to the inherent tensions in property rights and how they are divided between users and developers. The interrelationship between copyright and contract works heavily in favour of game developers, as is to be expected. However, users are beginning to challenge what has long been the status quo with regards to property rights.

The role of copyright as the dominant intellectual property right is adequate for developers. However, given the pressures on it from technology and the ever greater demands it is expected to meet, it would be prudent to examine alternative rights that could be deployed to protect rights in cyberspace. The distinction between MMORPGs and Virtual Worlds is quite clear and needs recognition before reform is contemplated.

These issues are part of a wider problem. Online gaming has long been overshadowed by other industries that have been able to gain greater attention. The law is not yet prepared for the challenges online games and Virtual Worlds will bring. It is prudent to give gaming the attention - and respect - it deserves. Changing the inter-reliance of copyright and contract will change the sphere of gaming, and perhaps even reflect the reality of RMT instead of the alleged position according to the EULAs. Change for the sake of change ought to be discouraged; change for the better ought to be considered.
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